
 

 

                          
No: 12-11/2010/BB/Maint (Pt-1)         Dated 14/07/2011 

     

To 

 The Chief General Manager  

 All Telecom Circles/Metro Districts 

 

Sub: Presentation on slow broadband speed.  

 

You may be aware that a lot of complaints are being received from Broadband customers regarding slow 

speed of Internet. You would appreciate that low broadband speed problem would definitely compound the 

broadband disconnection rate, which is already alarming.  

 

In this regard kindly find enclosed a presentation received from Multiplay NOC, Bangalore regarding slow 

Broadband speed. The presentation indicates reasons of broadband slow speed and steps to improve 

broadband speed. Further, following steps may also be taken by circles to improve Broadband speed: 

 

a) SNR:  Signal to noise ratio should be checked before giving new connection to customers. If it is 

low than the threshold limit ( 13 db), it may be rectified by improving copper pair quality or 

connection may be given through different pair.   

 

b) RPR Power level:  RPR power alarms should be monitored by NIB incharges on regular basis. 

 

c) Profile:  A proper speed profile as per tariff plan of customer should be configured at DSLAM port.  

 

You are requested to give instruction to all Broadband incharges to implement above steps. It is expected 

that with this steps slow speed problems may be reduced to some extent.  

           

     

         
    (Vishwa Mohan) 

          Addl. GM (BBO) 

Broadband Operation Cell 

BSNL Corporate Office, II Floor 

Bharat Sanchar Bhavan,  Janpath, 

N.Delhi-110 001 

Ph. 011-23722377 Fax.011-23734052 
 

 

 

To 

The Chief General  manager(Relecom) 

Maharashtra Circle. 

 

No:64-135/10-Broadband  dt          03-

06-2010 

 

Sub: Survey/inspection of Pune SSA 

regarding monitoring of  Broadband 

CPEs 

Ref: Inspection report No:BBS/DSL-

CPE/09-10/20   dt 31-05-2010  received 

from DGM(NPD-I), CFA, Gujarat.  

 

As per instructions of BSNL 

Corporate office,  inspection was 

carried out by DGM(NPD-I), CFA, 

Gujarat Circle in Pune SSA from 28-

05-10 to 29-05-10, regarding 

appropriate handling of Broadband 

CPEs. 

Observations as  per the survey 

along with remedial action required to 

be taken is given below for necessary 

action. 

 

1. Observation: Faulty CPEs in 

Pune SSA are not being sent for 

repair & around 5030 faulty 

CPEs of various makes are lying 

with the SSA. 

Action required: Faulty CPEs to 

be sent to the Vendors 

immediately for 

repair/replacement.  

2. Observation: In disconnection 

cases, CPEs are not recovered 

from the customers . About 

14274 such CPEs are pending 

for recovery. 

Action required: Speedy action 


